at heart. He immediately returned to Swarga Loka and, sending for his preceptor
Brihaspati. addressed him thus:
1NDRA AND BRIHASPAT1 DISCOURSE ON DHARMA & ADHARMA
"0 Great Guru! Thou knowest all Dharma and can see the past, present, and
future; I am beset all around by ill omens most unexpected. What they portend I do
not know. Neither the remedy nor the way of escape can I see!" Hearing this, the
Deva-Guru spoke up in words consistent with Dharma.
Brihaspafl: Listen, 0 Indra! Every action that one commits, knowingly or
unknowingly, bears fruit sooner or later; and unless and until such fruit of action -
good or bad " is enjoyed by the agent of the action and unless he does other suitable
penance or prayaschitta to nullify the result, the latter never perishes even though it
has to wait a hundred years; and fulfils itself spontaneously when suitable conditions
and circumstances present themselves.
Indra: 0 great Guru! Kindly instruct m^ in detail and tell me what is Karma and
how its results may be nulllified by suitable means.
BRIHASPAT1: Listen, 0 Indra! Evil Karma, or that which has suffering as its
result, is of five kinds:
(1)   Thefts or misappropriating what belongs to another,
(2)    Himsa or causing hurt to other living creatures;
(3)   Drunkenness or imbibing excess of wine without offering same in Worship;
(4)    Killing for self-gratification and pleasure without purifying same through
offering to Devatas.
(5)    Adultery and consummation of sexual-appetite for purely sensual gratification.
These are the five evil karmas of a danava; and their fruit is bitter indeed! There
is no expiation for sins committed against father, mother, son or Guru.
If such evil Karma be set into motion by a Deva who is far wiser than a Danava
or man, the harmful result is multiplied ten thousand times. The punishment is
automatically adjusted and meted out in each case, according to the development
of the individual in the scale of evolution. If sin be committed for the sake of relations,
friends or dear ones, the punishment is reduced by one-fourth; and one-half if for
the protection of one's self, wife or child. When it is done as a duty for duty^s sake,
there is no sin! Munis of Yore have said that when in danger of losing life, one may
defend oneself against anyone or anything even to the extent of killing the aggressor;
and it will be no sin to do so. Actions which cause troubles to wife, children, or
brothers have their sinful retribution multiplied ten times. When these are saved,
the reward is similariy multiplied ten times. Sat-sangha is a great expiatory agent
in all cases, as it creates repentence and wiser resolves.

